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CHAPTER 2
THE MULTIUSER BASIC-2 PARTITION GENERATOR

OVERVIEW OF THE @GENPART UTILITY

The Partition Generator (@GENPART) utility available on the Multiuser BASIC-2 system divides the system resources, memory, and peripherals among the users on the system.

When the Multiuser BASIC-2 option is selected from the System Software menu during master initialization, the system loads and runs the @GENPART program from the system disk. @GENPART allows you to interactively create a system configuration. Alternatively, you can customize @GENPART to automatically execute a designated configuration stored on the system disk. @GENPART also allows other programs resident on the system disk to be loaded into designated partitions and executed automatically when the system is configured. Configuration definitions created by the operator may be saved on the system disk in a data file called @SYSFILE.

PARTITION GENERATION (SYSTEM CONFIGURATION)

Partition generation (system configuration) divides the resources of the system among various users. This section discusses the use of the @GENPART utility program to create, save, and execute system configurations.

The CS/386 based BASIC-2 operating system limits user partitions to the size of user memory in the system. The CS/2200 VLSI based and earlier Wang 2200 systems restricted partition sizes to the maximum memory available in individual memory banks. (References to memory "banks" do not apply to the CS/386.)

The CS/386 operating system requires more space to store program text than does the VLSI based operating system. Individual partition size assignments may have to be increased.
System Configuration Parameters You Can Specify

You can specify the following ten parameters when configuring a system.

- The number of terminals
- The number of partitions
- The size of each partition
- The terminal associated with each partition
- The programmability of each partition
- The bootstrap program for each partition
- The addresses of the peripherals attached to the system
- The access to peripherals
- The system message
- The system reconfiguration password
- The CPU number (If the system is a CS/386)

The Process of System Configuration Using @GENPART

The process of master initialization, as described in the section entitled "Overview of the @GENPART Utility" creates a limited system having a single partition with all user memory controlled by Terminal 1. Only Terminal 1, any terminal printer attached to it, and the system disk drive are operative at this time. No other system devices are available until a configuration is executed. As a part of master initialization, the system microcode automatically loads and runs the BASIC-2 program file @GENPART from the system disk if such a file exists. (@GENPART is always assumed by the system to be the name of the system configuration program, whether Wang-supplied or user-written.) If @GENPART is not on the system disk, the READY (BASIC-2) message is displayed at Terminal 1.

When @GENPART is first executed, the parameters from the previous configuration (called "current") are loaded; a list of previously saved configurations is displayed along with a prompt inquiring if a different configuration is to be loaded; and the list of @GENPART options is displayed.

The user then proceeds to enter responses to the prompts displayed by each option and uses the function (SF) keys to advance from option to option. See the example of this general procedure in the "Generating a Sample Configuration" section of this chapter.

The standard Wang @GENPART program allows users two basic options.

Creating configurations to be executed or stored for future use

If you are creating a configuration for the first time, or if you wish to modify a previously defined configuration, you can use the function keys to load and modify the old configuration or to create a new definition, execute it, and/or store the configuration for future use.
Loading and executing previously defined configurations

If you wish to execute a system configuration that has been previously defined and stored in the configuration file on the system disk without modifying it, you can select a configuration from the list of previous configuration names displayed on the screen and manually execute one. It is also possible to modify the @GENPART utility program so that a specified configuration is loaded and executed automatically when the system is master initialized. The section entitled "Customizing @GENPART" describes how to make this modification.

@GENPART OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

@GENPART Options

References in the text below to memory "banks" do not apply to the CS/386.

SF '00 - Clear Partitions -- Clears the partition configuration parameters currently in memory. Allows you to specify the total number of terminals and the number of partitions; then advances to SF '04 (Edit Partitions). All CPU memory not assigned to partitions is available for CPU RAM disk. The Master Device Table is not altered when this function is selected.

For the CS/386 operating system, any number of terminals from 1 to 16 may be specified. The total number of partitions cannot exceed 16. There are no bank restrictions and the largest partition size is limited only by the memory in the CPU.

For the non-CS/386 operating system, any number of terminals from 1 to 16 may be specified. The number of partitions permitted in each bank can range from 1 to 16; however, the total number of partitions cannot exceed 16. There must be at least one partition in each bank that is to be used. Memory partitions must be contiguous; i.e., there should no memory remaining for partitions in Bank 1 before specifying memory for partitions in Bank 2.

SF '01 - Clear Device Table -- Clears the Master Device Table currently in memory; resets the peripheral default values to /215, /310, /320 and allocates these devices to all users; then advances to SF '05 (Edit Device Table). The default device addresses can be edited if necessary.

SF '02 - Divide Memory Evenly -- Divides the remaining memory in a bank equally among all partitions in that bank not yet allocated memory. By default, this division is performed for all banks. The CS/386, divides the remaining unassigned memory equally among all partitions.
SF'04 - Edit Partitions -- Displays and allows editing of partition parameters such as memory size, terminal assignment, programmability, and name of a program to be automatically bootstrapped. SF'04 does not allow addition of new partitions or deletion of defined ones for an existing configuration. The partition editing options are as follows:

Partition Size -- On a CS/386 the maximum partition size is limited by the maximum memory available in the CS/386, i.e., 8MB. For all other CS units the maximum partition size is 56k (except for bank one which is 61k).

Terminal Assignment -- Any terminal number from 0 to 16 is valid. Terminal 0 is the null terminal; a partition assigned to the null terminal is always available to any requesting terminal. Any partition may be assigned to any terminal (a terminal can support several partitions), but all partitions must be assigned to a terminal, even if they are to contain background jobs that never print on the CRT or require keyboard entry. In general, the lowest numbered partition(s) assigned to a terminal should contain the foreground (interactive) job(s) for that terminal. Background jobs should be placed in the higher-numbered partitions. Only the terminal that a partition is assigned to can list or modify the program in that partition. Although other partitions can access global program text and modify global variables, it is not possible for other partitions to list or modify the program text in a global partition.

Programmability -- Any partition can be specified for disabled programming mode. The terminals connected to disabled programming partition(s) are inhibited from entering or modifying program text or performing a number of other system operations. As a result the operator is prevented from inadvertent or unauthorized use of certain programs and data.

Bootstrap Programs -- One or more programs that reside on the system disk can be loaded into the partitions and run automatically without operator intervention when a configuration is executed. This feature is particularly useful for setting up background and global partitions and forcing terminals to execute particular BASIC-2 software. When no bootstrap program is specified for a partition, the READY (BASIC-2) display appears on the CRT of the terminal currently attached to that partition when the configuration is executed.
SF'05 - Edit Device Table -- Displays and allows editing of the device addresses and allocation of all peripherals attached to the system. The Master Device Table default values are read from disk and displayed on the screen. All peripherals attached to the system (other than the terminals and terminal printers attached to them) must be specified in the Master Device Table. By default, all peripheral devices are available to all partitions. However, devices can be assigned exclusively to one partition until the next system configuration is executed by entering the number of the partition that is to have control of the device in the Master Device Table. Console device addresses, i.e., /005 CRT, /001 keyboard, /204 terminal printers, and asynchronous MODE ports (e.g., A03, A04) are not specified in the Master Device Table. For disk controllers that respond to more than one address, only the primary address must be specified (i.e., /310 but not /B10, et cetera). For all other multiaddress controllers, all valid addresses must be listed. For addresses that differ by the first digit only (device type), only the normal address must be specified. The default table values are the values of the saved configuration that was last used by the system. However, if the system platter was write-protected at that time, the default values are the ones used during the previous system configuration.

SF'06 - Edit $MSG -- Displays and allows editing of a user-defined broadcast message that is displayed on each screen whenever the READY message is displayed. The user-defined message is displayed on line 0 of the CRT immediately above the READY message.

SF'07 - Select Printer Driver -- Displays and allows editing of the Printer Table assignments to particular printer addresses and terminals. Printer Tables may be associated with a system printer by using the address associated with the controller for that particular printer. Printer Tables to be used by terminal printers all use address 204, however they are further defined as being associated with a particular terminal (the one that they are plugged into). For more information on the Generalized Printer Driver, see Chapter 12.

SF'08 - Load Configuration -- Loads a configuration from the system configuration file on the system disk. To modify and/or execute any previously defined configuration other than the most recently executed configuration (configuration "current"), this option must be used to load the named configuration from the system platter.
SF'09 - Save Configuration -- Saves a system configuration in the system configuration file on the system platter under a user-specified name. The name has a maximum length of eight characters. If you specify a configuration name already in use, @GENPART verifies that you want to replace the old configuration with the configuration currently in memory. Note that the system disk must be unprotected to save configurations on it. The values of the Master Device Table currently stored in memory are saved to disk and may be used as default values during future master initializations (see '05 - Edit Device Table).

SF'10 - Delete Configuration -- Deletes a configuration from the disk configuration file.

SF'11 - Edit CPU Number -- For the CS/386, the relative CPU number 1-32 may be entered.

SF'15 - Execute Configuration -- Allows you to review and then execute a configuration. This configuration is automatically saved in the configuration file on disk, under the name "current," when the configuration is executed if the disk is write-enabled. Once a configuration has been executed, the system may be reconfigured again whenever the system is powered up, or when proper execution of the immediate mode form of the $INIT statement occurs. The configuration scheme, except for requested partition/terminal assignment change, remains in effect until the system is reinitialized.

GENERATING A SAMPLE CONFIGURATION

The following example illustrates how @GENPART could be used to configure a system. A system with 1MB of memory, three terminals, and a telecommunications option is to be configured. The configuration, named SAMPLE, has four partitions and 3 banks (VLST). A 16 KB (30KB for CS/386) telecommunications program is designated for automatic bootstrapping as a background job sharing Terminal 1 in partition 2. Disabled programming is specified for this partition so that it cannot be inadvertently modified. Partition 1 and 2 will have 45 KB and 16KB respectively (60 KB and 30 KB for CS/386). Partition 3 and 4 will receive 56KB (80 KB for CS/386). The remaining memory is allocated to RAM DISK. The system printer at address 215 uses the @PM016V2 printer driver.
In general, the order of executing options is as follows:

1. SF'08 to load a configuration
2. SF'00 to modify this configuration by adding or deleting partitions
3. SF'04 to create the new partition parameters
4. SF'05 to create the Master Device Table
5. SF'06 to create the broadcast message
6. SF'07 to create/modify Printer Table assignments
7. SF'09 to save the configuration with a name other than "current"
8. SF'15 to execute the configuration
9. SF'10 to delete the configuration

In the example that follows, these options are discussed in the probable order of use.

**Load a Configuration (SF'08)**

When @GENPART is first executed, the screen in Figure 2-1 occurs without pressing SF'08.

```
***** Multiuser BASIC-2 Partition Generation Program *****
(c) Copr. Wang Laboratories, Inc. 1986, 1987

List of options:
'00 - clear partitions
'01 - clear device table
'02 - divide memory evenly
'04 - edit partitions
'05 - edit device table
'06 - edit $MSG
'07 - select printer driver
'08 - load configuration
'09 - save configuration
'10 - delete configuration
'11 - edit CPU number
'15 - execute
Press FN/TAB to exit

Configuration 'current' loaded. Name of configuration to load?
```

Figure 2-1. Partition Generation Screen
The last configuration executed, called "current," is automatically loaded. To load any other configuration, enter ---- name, then press RETURN. Since a completely new configuration is to be created, i.e., the total number of partitions in a previously defined configuration is to be modified, press SF'00 (Clear Partitions).

Clear Partitions (SF'00)

The program responds with a screen that first requests the number of terminals attached to the system. Prompts requesting the operator to specify the number of partitions in each bank of memory appear next. The amount of available memory in each bank is also calculated and displayed. The figures are then automatically updated after allocation of memory for each partition. Note that in the following display (see Figure 2-2A), the system has subtracted the 3 KB of system overhead from the available memory in bank 1 and the unavailable 8 KB from the figure displayed for bank 2.

Enter 3 for number of terminals and 2 for number of partition in bank 1 also enter a 1 for bank 2 and 3. Entering a 0 for bank 4 will cause the rest of the memory to be allocated to CPU RAM Disk.

```
***** Multiuser BASIC-2 Partition Generation Program *****

Available memory: 61 56 56 56 56 56 56
Remaining memory: 61 56 56 56 56 56 56

No. of terminals? 3
No. of partitions in bank 1 ? 2
No. of partitions in bank 2 ? 1
No. of partitions in bank 3 ? 1
No. of partitions in bank 4 ? 0

List of options:

'00 - clear partitions
'01 - clear device table
'02 - divide memory evenly
'04 - edit partitions
'05 - edit device table
'06 - edit $MSG
'07 - select printer driver
'08 - load configuration
'09 - save configuration
'10 - delete configuration
'11 - edit CPU number
'15 - execute
Press FN/TAB to exit
```

Figure 2-2A. Sample Clear Partitions Screen (VLSI)

In this display, three terminals are attached to the system and there are two partitions in the first bank. The program automatically invokes option SF'04 (EDIT Partitions) to allow the editing of partition parameters.
For the CS/386, there are no memory bank restrictions. Three prompts will appear at this point. First a prompt for the CPU number appears followed by a prompt asking the number terminals and the last prompts asking for the number of partitions. Enter a 1 for the CPU number, a 3 for number of terminals and 4 for the number of partitions.

***** Multiuser BASIC-2 Partition Generation Program *****
(c) Copr. Wang Laboratories, Inc. 1986, 1987

Available memory: 8,251 K
CPU number ( 0 - 31 )? 1
No. of terminals? 3
No. of partitions? 4

'00 - clear partitions
'01 - clear device table

'02 - divide memory evenly
'04 - edit partitions
'05 - edit device table
'06 - edit $MSG
'07 - select printer driver

'08 - load configuration
'09 - save configuration
'10 - delete configuration

'11 - edit CPU number

'15 - execute
Press FN/TAB to exit

Figure 2.2B  Sample Clear Partitions Screen (CS/386)

Note that in the following display (See figure 2.2B) the system is configured with 4 partitions, 3 terminals, and the CPU number is 1.

Edit Partitions (SF'04)

This option displays the default parameters for all partitions and initiates a cycle of prompts for altering these parameters. The cycle recurs continuously until another option is selected. You can modify the parameters for each partition. The display (see Figure 2-3A for VLSI and Figure 2-3B for CS386), is updated each time an item is entered.
***** Multiuser BASIC-2 Partition Generation Program *****
Available memory: 61 56 56 56 56 56 56
Remaining memory: 61 56 56 56 56 56 56

List of options:
'00 - clear partitions
'01 - clear device table
'02 - divide memory evenly
'04 - edit partitions
'05 - edit device table
'06 - edit $MSG
'07 - select printer driver
'08 - load configuration
'09 - save configuration
'10 - delete configuration
'11 - edit CPU number
'15 - execute
Press FN/TAB to exit

Edit which partition (default = 1)?

Figure 2-3A. Sample Edit Partitions Screen (VLSI)

***** Multiuser BASIC-2 Partition Generation Program *****
(c) Copr. Wang Laboratories, Inc. 1986, 1987
Available memory: 8,251 K
No. of terminals? 3
PARTITION SIZE(K) TERMINAL PROGRAMMABLE PROGRAM
1 - 1 Y
2 - 2 Y
3 - 3 Y
4 - 1 Y

List of options:
'00 - clear partitions
'01 - clear device table
'02 - divide memory evenly
'04 - edit partitions
'05 - edit device table
'06 - edit $MSG
'07 - select printer driver
'08 - load configuration
'09 - save configuration
'10 - delete configuration
'11 - edit CPU number
'15 - execute
Press FN/TAB to exit

Edit which partition (default = 1)?

Figure 2-3B. Sample Edit Partitions Screen (CS/386)

2-10 The Multiuser BASIC-2 Partition Generator
The following series of prompts is displayed in succession at the bottom of the screen.

Edit which partition (default = 1)?

In this example, the telecommunications program is run in Partition 2. Edit the parameters for Partition 2 by entering 2, then pressing RETURN. Note that an asterisk (*) appears beside the number of the partition whose parameters are being edited. The following prompt, requesting the amount of memory to be allocated to this partition, is then displayed.

Partition Size (default = 0 K)?

Any value greater than 1.25K and less than the amount of remaining user memory in the bank is a valid response. If a partition in Bank 1 is specified such that it resides entirely within the universal global area, a "u" appears next to the displayed partition number to indicate this condition. Running the telecommunications program in partition 2 requires 16 KB of memory. To allocate 16 KB of memory to Partition 2, enter 16 and then press RETURN.

The CS/386 does not have any bank requirements and global partition may be any size. When running programs on the CS/386 it is recommended to allow more memory space than used for the CS. To allocate 30 KB of memory to Partition 2, enter 30 and press Return.

The following prompt is then displayed.

Terminal (default = 2)?

The telecommunications program is a background job controlled by Terminal 1. To assign Partition 2 to Terminal 1, enter 1 and press RETURN. The following prompt then occurs.

Enable programming (Y or N)?

By default, programming is allowed for all partitions. Disabled programming is specified for Partition 2, however, to prevent inadvertent modification of the telecommunications program. To specify disabled programming mode for this partition, enter N, then press RETURN. The name of a program to be automatically loaded into this partition is now requested as follows.

Name of program to load?
The name of the telecommunications program that runs in Partition 2 is TELE-COM. Enter TELE-COM and press RETURN. When the configuration is executed, the telecommunications program TELE-COM automatically loads from the system disk into Partition 2 and runs.

At this point, editing of the parameters for Partition 2 is complete. For the VLSI CPU, Partitions 1, 3, and 4, however, require further modification. The remaining memory is divided evenly among the remaining partitions. Press SF'02 (Divide Memory Evenly) and the system responds with the following prompt.

Divide memory evenly in which bank (default = all)?

Since memory is to be divided evenly in all banks, press RETURN.

The CS/386 requires you to enter the desired memory for partitions 1, 3, and 4. Enter 45 KB for partition 1 and 80 KB for partition 3 and 4.

The system returns to the initial EDIT WHICH PARTITION? prompt. Finally, the user must assign Terminal 2 to Partition 4. Enter this value into the table for Partition 4. Upon completion of this operation, the table display appears in Figure 2-4A for the VLSI and Figure 2-4B for the CS/386.

****** Multiuser BASIC-2 Partition Generation Program ******

Available memory: 61 56 56 56 56 56 56 56
Remaining memory: 0 0 0 56 56 56 56 56

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of terminals? 3</th>
<th>PARTITION SIZE(K)</th>
<th>TERMINAL</th>
<th>PROGRAMMABLE</th>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>List of options:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 45.00 1 Y TELE-COM</td>
<td>'00 - clear partitions</td>
<td>'01 - clear device table</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 16.00 1 Y</td>
<td>'02 - divide memory evenly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 56.00 3 Y</td>
<td>'04 - edit partitions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 56.00 2 Y</td>
<td>'05 - edit device table</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'06 - edit $MSG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'07 - select printer driver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'08 - load configuration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'09 - save configuration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'10 - delete configuration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'11 - edit CPU number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'15 - execute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press FN/TAB to exit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Edit which partition (default = 1)?

Figure 2-4A. Sample Table for Partition 4 (VLSI)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTITION SIZE(K)</th>
<th>TERMINAL</th>
<th>PROGRAMMABLE PROGRAM</th>
<th>CPU number?</th>
<th>Available memory: 8,251 K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>TELE-COM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'00' - clear partitions
'01' - clear device table
'02' - divide memory evenly
'04' - edit partitions
'05' - edit device table
'06' - edit $MSG
'07' - select printer driver
'08' - load configuration
'09' - save configuration
'10' - delete configuration
'11' - edit CPU number
'15' - execute
Press FN/TAB to exit

Figure 2-4B. Sample Table for Partition 4 (CS/386)

Once all partitions are edited, SF'05 (Edit Device Table) is used to leave the Edit Partitions cycle and invoke the Edit Master Device Table option. Note that it is legal to exit the Edit Partitions Cycle (SF'04) without answering all prompts.

EDIT Device Table (SF'05)

The Edit Device Table option displays the default values in the Master Device Table, that appear on the screen in Figure 2-5. Note that by default, devices are available to all users.
Figure 2-5. Sample Master Device Table

In this sample configuration a fourth device, the telecommunications controller, is used in addition to the three default devices. The device address of this controller is /01C. To add this device to the Master Device Table, enter the number 4 and then press RETURN. An asterisk (*) appears beside the number 4 in the table. Several prompts are now displayed in succession on the bottom of the screen, and the table is updated each time an item is edited. First, you are requested to enter the device address with the following prompt:

Device address (default = /000, /000 to delete entry)?

Enter /01C and then press RETURN. Another prompt now appears requesting the user to allocate the device to one or all partitions.

Allocate device to which partition (default = all)?

Enter 2, then press RETURN to allocate the controller to Partition 2. This cycle recurs to allow you to edit all entries in the Master Device Table. Since the parameters for all peripherals and partition allocation are specified, you can select another function option to exit the Edit Device Table Cycle.
Broadcast Message (SF'06)

When you press SF'06 (Broadcast Message), the following line appears at the bottom of the CRT display.

Broadcast message:

Any message where the number of characters and spaces does not exceed the number of dashes displayed on the CRT is valid. For this example, enter * * * THE SYSTEM WILL GO DOWN AT NOON * * * and then press RETURN. When the broadcast message has been entered, you should next enter SF'07 to make the Printer Table assignment for the system printer at address 215.

Note: The system is in EDIT mode during entry of the broadcast message. While in EDIT mode, all SF keys revert to the system-defined EDIT functions. The SF keys cannot be used for their @GENPART-defined functions until the entry of the broadcast message is complete and the system leaves EDIT mode. The broadcast message is not saved on disk.

Select Printer Table (SF'07)

When SF'07 (Select Prt Driver) is pressed, the screen in Figure 2-6 appears.

Figure 2-6. Select Printer Table Screen
In this example, the printer at address 215 is to use the Driver Table named @PM016V2. To add this association to the Generalized Printer Driver Table, enter the number 1 and then press RETURN. An asterisk (*) appears beside the number 1 in the table. Several prompts are now displayed in succession on the bottom of the screen, and the table is updated each time an item is edited. First, you are requested to enter the driver table name with the following prompt:

Enter Driver Table Name: (enter "0" to delete from configuration)

Enter @PM016V2 and then press RETURN. Another prompt now appears requesting you to enter the associated printer address.

Enter Associated Printer Address:

Enter 215 and then press RETURN.

Had the associated printer address been 204, another prompt would appear requesting the user to enter the associated terminal number.

Enter Terminal no. (between 1 and 16).

After specifying the terminal number or if no terminal number was needed, this cycle recurs to allow the user to edit up to 15 Driver Table Entries.

Since all partition generation parameters for the sample configuration have been specified, the configuration can now be saved for later use (SF'09) or executed (SF'15). Pressing SF'09 allows you to save this configuration on disk under a unique name.

Save Configuration (SF'09)

When SF'09 is pressed, the system requests a name for the new configuration by displaying the following prompt.

Check configuration to save. Configuration name?

---

Note: In order to save a configuration on the system disk, the disk must be write-enabled; otherwise, an error results.
The configuration currently in memory automatically is saved under the name "current" if the system disk is not write-protected. However, each time a new configuration is executed, its parameters replace the old contents in the "current" file. A configuration should be saved under a unique name so that it can be retrieved for future use. The name to be used for the sample configuration just created is SAMPLE. Enter SAMPLE, then press RETURN. The configuration is saved under the name SAMPLE, and the edited values of the Master Device Table are saved on disk for future use as defaults.

**Execute Configuration (SF'15)**

Once all parameters of a configuration have been defined, the system configuration can be executed. To execute a configuration, press SF'15. The configuration table appears along with the following prompt.

Check configuration. OK to execute (Y or N)?

This prompt requests you to verify the configuration parameters being executed. If N is entered, the system returns to the beginning of the Edit Partitions Cycle (SF'04). If Y (RETURN) is entered, the following prompt is displayed.

Reconfiguration password? SYSTEM

The password allows the operator at Terminal 1 to reconfigure the system without powering down, while preventing unauthorized reconfiguration. Any alphanumeric string up to eight characters in length is permitted. The reconfiguration password is changed from the default value SYSTEM to some user-defined value. For example, enter SECRET. The configuration is executed and the reconfiguration password is now SECRET. In order to reconfigure the system without powering down, $INIT "SECRET" would be entered and executed to allow the system to invoke the control bootstrap routines that are usually invoked just after the system is powered up.

**Delete a Configuration (SF'10)**

Since this is only a sample configuration, delete it from the configuration file to save more space for actual configurations. To delete a configuration, press SF'10. The following prompt then requests which configuration to delete.

Delete which configuration?

-------

Enter SAMPLE, then press RETURN, and the configuration is deleted from the configuration file on the system disk.
Edit CPU Number (SF 11)

For the CS/386, the relative CPU number 1-32 may be entered.

CUSTOMIZING @GENPART

Once they have been initially defined and stored on disk, configuration parameters in a specified system configuration can be passed to the operating system and executed automatically during master initialization. The REM statements near the beginning of the @GENPART program tell you how to modify the program to operate in this manner.

It is also possible to create a customized configuration program by using the BASIC-2 statement $INIT. The discussion of $INIT in the Multiuser BASIC-2 Language Reference Manual presents various methods for producing a customized configuration program.
Customer Comment Form

Help Us Help You...

We've worked hard to make this document useful, readable, and technically accurate. Did we succeed? Only you can tell us! Your comments and suggestions will help us improve our technical communications. Please take a few minutes to let us know how you feel.

How did you receive this publication?  

☐ Support or Sales Rep  ☐ Don't know
☐ Wang Supplies Division  ☐ Other
☐ From another user  ☐
☐ Enclosed with equipment  ☐

How did you use this Publication?  

☐ Introduction to the subject  ☐ Aid to advanced knowledge
☐ Classroom text (student)  ☐ Guide to operating instructions
☐ Classroom text (teacher)  ☐ As a reference manual
☐ Self-study text  ☐ Other

Please rate the quality of this publication in each of the following areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Accuracy — Does the system work the way the manual says it does?</th>
<th>EXCELLENT</th>
<th>GOOD</th>
<th>FAIR</th>
<th>POOR</th>
<th>VERY POOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Readability — Is the manual easy to read and understand?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity — Are the instructions easy to follow?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples — Were they helpful, realistic? Were there enough of them?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization — Was it logical? Was it easy to find what you needed to know?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrations — Were they clear and useful?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Attractiveness — What did you think of the printing, binding, etc?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Were there any terms or concepts that were not defined properly?  ☐ Y  ☐ N  If so, what were they?

After reading this document do you feel that you will be able to operate the equipment/software?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No  ☐ Yes, with practice

What errors or faults did you find in the manual? (Please include page numbers)

Do you have any other comments or suggestions?

Name __________________________  Street __________________________

Title __________________________  City __________________________

Dept/Mail Stop ____________________  State/Country ____________________

Company __________________________  Zip Code __________  Telephone __________

Thank you for your help.

All comments and suggestions become the property of Wang Laboratories, Inc.

Printed in U.S.A.  14-3140A  2-88
Order Form for Wang Manuals and Documentation

1. Customer Number (If Known)

2. Bill To: 

3. Ship To: 

4. Customer Contact: 

   ( ) ( ) 

   Phone Name 

5. Taxable Tax Exempt Number Credit This Order to Yes No 

   A Wang Salesperson Please Complete 

   Salesperson's Name Employee No. RDB No. 

6. Document Number Description Quantity Unit Price Total Price 

7. Authorized Signature Date 

   Check this box if you would like a free copy of 

   Wang Direct Software & Literature Catalog 

   (711-0888A) 

8. Ordering Instructions

   1. If you have purchased supplies from Wang before, and know your Customer Number, please write it here 
   2. Provide appropriate Billing Address and Shipping Address. 
   3. Please provide a phone number and name. Should it be necessary for Wang to contact you about your order 
   4. Your purchase order number and date. 
   5. Show whether order is taxable or not. 
   6. If tax exempt, please provide your exemption number. 
   7. If you wish credit for this order to be given to a WANG salesperson, please complete. 
   8. Show part numbers, description and quantity for each product ordered. 
   9. Pricing extensions and totaling can be completed at your option. Wang will reguler these prices and add freight on your invoice 
   10. Signature of authorized buyer and date. 

9. Wang Terms and Conditions

   1. TAXES — Prices are exclusive of all sales, use, and like taxes. 
   2. DELIVERY — Delivery will be FOB Wang's plant. Customer will be billed for freight charges, and unless customer specifies otherwise, all shipments will go by the best way surface as determined by Wang. Wang shall not assume any liability in connection with the shipment nor shall the carrier be construed to be an agent of Wang, if the customer requests that Wang arrange for insurance, the customer will be billed for the insurance charges. 
   3. PAYMENT — Terms are net 30 days from date of invoice. 
   4. PRICES — The prices shown are subject to change without notice. Individual document prices may be found in the Wang Direct Software & Literature Catalog (711-0888A). 
   5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY — In no event shall Wang be liable for loss of data or for special, incidental or consequential damages in connection with or arising out of the use of or information contained in any manuals or documentation furnished hereunder.
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